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a b s t r a c t 

This paper will examine the typical decision process that National Aeronautics and Space Administra- 

tion (NASA) project management team members utilize to rank and then accept residual risks before 

the launch of a spacecraft. Interviews of two flight project management teams at NASA’s Goddard Space 

Flight Center (GSFC) were conducted to understand the structuring of these decisions. Decision attribute 

preferences were elicited using a lottery technique and a multi-attribute preference model (MAPM) was 

constructed. MAPM model ranking was consistent with the actual project management team residual 

risk ranking as well as the ranking determined by the project’s risk scoring scheme. While we found 

differing risk acceptance behaviors among project team members, the MAPM model generally agreed 

with the team’s actual ranking decisions. However, the MAPM model showed incongruences between the 

risk scoring scheme ranking and model outputs in the moderate risk region as compared to the GSFC 

risk scorecard, which may point to a potential area of disagreement between project management team 

members when moderate risks must be accepted before flight. 

© 2017 International Association for the Advancement of Space Safety. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All 

rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Residual risk ranking and acceptance decisions are made within 

the context of a project’s Continuous Risk Management (CRM) pro- 

cess. Today, CRM is utilized across many industries as well as U.S. 

Government agencies to identify and manage risks [8,9,20] . Within 

this process, key decisions are made such as risk ranking and pri- 

oritization, risk-handling strategies, the amount of programmed or 

reserve resources to be applied for mitigation activities, and even- 

tually the closure or acceptance of residual risks before the prod- 

uct or process is deployed. The outcome of residual risk accep- 

tance decisions can be harmful if made incorrectly. In the space 

industry, as well as others, if the residual level of risk is improp- 

erly characterized or understood, technical requirements or mis- 

sion objectives may not be met if the risk is realized and in some 

cases catastrophic consequences may result. The purpose of this 

research is to examine the characteristics of residual risk accep- 

tance and ranking decisions made before launch by senior project 

team members. In an effort to enhance understanding of the de- 

cision framework, Multi-Attribute Preference Model (MAPM), in 

combination with the project risk scoring scheme (also referred 
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to as risk matrix or probability-impact diagram), will be used to 

further understand this framework. Two NASA flight projects were 

used as representative case studies and while the dataset for this 

field study is limited, the eventual goal is to be able to apply this 

research across multiple space flight projects. For the current ef- 

fort, the Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission (MMS) and Discover 

(DSCOVR) Projects, both in-house development effort s at the God- 

dard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, USA, were used to 

pilot the research methodology and data analysis. How are resid- 

ual risk ranking and acceptance decisions structured at the project 

management team level? Additionally, how multi-attribute prefer- 

ence modeling contributes to explaining residual risk ranking and 

risk acceptance behaviors of the team and the performance of the 

risk scoring matrix will also be explored. 

1.1. Motivation 

The primary motivation for this research was to try to make 

implicit risk ranking decisions, residual risk acceptance decisions, 

and risk acceptance behavior of project management team mem- 

bers explicit, discoverable, and useful for researchers as well as 

practitioners. The secondary motivation was to examine the per- 

formance of risk scoring matrices as a risk ranking and decision 

support tool vis-à-vis the factors noted above and how their use 

and construction might be improved. The tertiary motivation was 
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to determine the efficacy of using MAPM to model residual risk 

ranking and acceptance decisions. 

1.2. Continuous Risk Management (CRM) at NASA 

NASA flight projects are required to perform CRM (NPR 80 0 0.4, 

2014). Implementation, including risk scoring schemes, may be tai- 

lored across projects but the basic procedures have been routinized 

over the last 20 + years. The CRM process consists of identifying, 

analyzing, planning, tracking and controlling risks—communication 

and documentation are integral to the framework and apply to all 

of the steps [9] . NASA utilizes the classic five by five (5 × 5) matrix 

in which risks are assessed for likelihood and consequences. The 

latter include cost, schedule, technical and safety attributes. The 

5 × 5 matrix is sometimes referred to as the probability-impact di- 

agram, or PID, and is used in conjunction with the project’s risk 

scoring scheme to plot risks. Location on the PID indicates the 

risk likelihood and consequence as well as general risk level (low- 

green, moderate-yellow or high-red). Most of the risks accepted 

before launch of GSFC projects will generally be in either the low 

(green) or lower moderate (yellow) region of the PID. 

The risk scoring matrix, for both the MMS and DSCOVR projects, 

was adopted in full from the GSFC risk requirements document 

[12] and is shown in Fig. 1 below. Note the quantitative boundaries 

for the respective ordinal scores of one through five for likelihood 

as well as the linguistic, or qualitative, definitions for the conse- 

quences of safety, technical, schedule and cost. 

A nuance of the GSFC risk scoring process is that risks are 

first categorized as cost/schedule, technical or safety. They are 

then scored for consequence and likelihood for that specific cate- 

gory. Early in the project most of the risks are cost/schedule re- 

lated. Some of these risks however may be reclassified later in 

the project (e.g. after system integration and test) and therefore 

rescored if the technical component becomes the driver. 

As a NASA flight project moves from design, development, test 

and evaluation (DDT&E) phases, risks are identified and those war- 

ranting attention are mitigated to acceptable levels. In general, a 

fraction of the risks identified cannot be closed out before launch 

and management must decide to accept the residual risk remain- 

ing. In many cases the mitigation plans have been exhausted and 

short of delaying launch or cancelling the project, there is noth- 

ing that can be done to mitigate them further—even risks, which 

may negatively impact, mission objectives. NASA guidance requires 

that key stakeholders of a flight project, i.e. senior NASA center 

and headquarters management, the principal investigator(s), and 

the science community involved, must buy into the residual risk 

being accepted. 

2. Related literature 

The proposed research requires a review and integration of two 

research paths acceptable risk and decision theory. The research 

gap will be discussed within the context of these integrated paths. 

2.1. Acceptable risk 

NASA defines acceptable risk as: 

“The risk that is understood and agreed to by the program or 

project, Governing Program Management Council (GPMC), Mis- 

sion Directorate, and other customer(s) such that no further 

specific mitigating action is required. (Some mitigating actions 

might have already occurred) [28] .”

During the course of any program or project, risks are identified 

and a handling strategy is determined to watch, research, transfer, 

mitigate, or accept risks. Generally speaking, high and moderate- 

level risks are mitigated to a lower, or acceptable, level at which 

point a decision is taken to close or accept the risks. Normally, at 

that point, the perceived residual risk level as defined by the re- 

maining open risks is believed to be well-defined and acceptable 

to key stakeholders. These open (referred to at this point as “resid- 

ual risks”) are then ranked and presented to key stakeholders for 

acceptance. This process is supported by the realization that there 

is a tradeoff between the remaining risks and the cost and sched- 

ule to further mitigate those risks [25,29,21,35] . 

It has been noted that risk tolerance of managers making the 

decision to accept risk can be inconsistent especially as it applies 

to acceptance criteria [11] . Several authors caution that the inter- 

pretation of risk acceptance criteria as decision support aids should 

be used as benchmarks rather than rigid rules [15] . In the safety 

domain, arguments have been made for ranking of risks accord- 

ing to the expected value of losses or other utility functions to ac- 

count for risk aversion [29] . Cox notes that, “the information in a 

risk matrix represents a mixture of factual (probability and conse- 

quence) information about the risk and (usually unstated) psycho- 

logical information about the risk attitude of the person or people 

performing the risk categorization (2009).”

Comparing the acceptability of residual risks requires a compar- 

ison of their attributes. This can be accomplished qualitatively or 

quantitatively or using a combination of both techniques. Deciding 

on acceptability of risks involves first determining the significance 

of the risk, which is dependent on risk criteria. Thus, establishing 

risk acceptance criteria is in fact an exercise in determining how 

safe is safe enough. In their 2013 annual report, NASA’s Aerospace 

Safety Advisory Panel noted that: 

“There are several definitions of risk management in aerospace 

acquisition, but at its most basic level, safety risk management 

has three primary elements: (1) risk identification and charac- 

terization, (2) risk minimization, and (3) determination of when 

the remaining risk is low enough to be acceptable.”

In the space flight domain, understanding residual risk for the 

first flight of any system is aided by system safety tools/processes 

such as probabilistic risk analysis (PRA), hazard analysis, failure 

modes and effects analysis and fault trees. However, due to the 

fact that almost all verification modalities are subject to some er- 

ror and the reliability of newer systems/sub-systems is based on 

predictions, the success or failure of a vehicle’s first flight or a 

spacecraft’s commissioning on orbit is an event with several un- 

knowns. In a recent update to their risk management policy docu- 

ment, NASA states, 

“When a decision is made to accept a risk, the manager shall 

ensure that each acceptance is clearly documented in their or- 

ganizational unit’s risk database (list), including the rationale 

for acceptance, the assumptions and conditions (including pro- 

grammatic constraints) on which the acceptance is based, and 

the applicable risk acceptance criteria [27] .”

2.2. Decision theory 

Risk-informed decision-making has been extensively studied for 

decades. Several competing theories and models exist to explain 

attributes of the decision-makers behavior. Many of these mod- 

els, such as Multi-Attribute Utility Theory [5,17] and Analytic Hi- 

erarchy Process [32] —are normative and some, such as Cumula- 

tive Prospect Theory (CPT), are descriptive [16] . Decision trees have 

been utilized [13,30] to better visualize and communicate risk ac- 

ceptance decisions. 

A decision taken to accept risks, particularly risks designated 

as top project risks, implies that project management and key 
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